Remote learning has turned my world upside down; some days I feel like I'm just treading water. I've used virtual station rotations, created discussion & debate groups, and utilized asynchronous instruction to alleviate some of the challenges of remote learning. In-person students present live, remote students record videos of content, post to LMS and use discussion feature to comment and learn from each other. Screencast O'Matic, Screencastify. Using the chat function to ask opinion questions can be great discussion starters. Zoom, Google Meet. Although these reflections are primarily for my own growth, I find that sharing it with others pushes me to think and write more clearly. Radical Reflections book. Read 23 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The internationally acclaimed children's book writer and educator... Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking "Radical Reflections: Passionate Opinions on Teaching, Learning, and Living..." as Want to Read: Want to Read saving...